Online End of Key Stage Two Assessment
Course Leader: Mrs Claire Hubbard
Primary Teacher and English Consultant
Managing Director of The Teach Hub
Claire is a highly experienced and knowledgeable Primary English Consultant, currently working in many counties
and internationally, supporting numerous schools. She works as both a Key Stage One and Key Stage Two
Moderator and has supported many schools in this role. She is the Managing Director of ‘The Teach Hub’ - a
Primary Teaching online and resource company, and she regularly delivers varied Primary English training to
schools. She is also a part-time Year Two teacher delivering English training to other teachers each term.
‘The Teach Hub’ provides a host of tried and tested resources to support each delivered course.

Overview of training:
Do you feel confident about the end of Key Stage Two writing assessment processes and internal moderation? Do
you have a consistent Key Stage approach to moderating writing? Can you assess writing with accuracy and
confidence? Are you able to identify gaps in learning with a view to accelerating progress? Are you new to Year
Six?
This informative and practical course is designed to support Key Stage Two leaders, Key Stage Two teachers,
HLTAs and teaching assistants with the end of Key Stage Two Moderation requirements in line with the Standards
and Testing Agency (STA). The training will support staff in preparation and efficiency for the secure assessment
of writing alongside internal and external moderation and the processes involved.
STA Assessment Guidance states –Moderation allows teachers to benchmark judgements, while ensuring consistent standards and reliable
outcomes. Internal moderation is a non-statutory but vital process conducted by schools internally and, where possible, with other schools.
Moderation should be a collaborative process undertaken throughout the academic year and normally with colleagues across key stages.
This supports the quality assurance of TA judgements and provides a valuable opportunity for professional development. (Assessment and
Reporting Arrangements - STA)
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Ongoing Teacher Assessment for Writing
Planning the Key Stage Two curriculum in line with the National Curriculum expectations
Internal and External Moderation procedures and practice
Current Assessment and Reporting Arrangements
Key Stage Two Teacher Assessment Guidance
Pre-Key Stage Assessments
Evidence collection
Key dates
Resources to support Key Stage Two Assessment

Please contact editor@theteachhub.co.uk for more information.
https://theteachhub.co.uk/shop/assessment/
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